SECURE, CONVENIENT AND WORRYLESS PAYMENTS. WHEREVER YOU GO.

Our proven biometric technology brings a whole new level of security to payment cards. Now you can travel the world free from worries and suspicion. No more skimming, no more forgetting passwords or pin codes. We bring worryless payments to a world where everyone can be trusted.

Every day we buy things, small things, big things, dear things. In grocery stores, at the cafe on the corner, your favorite restaurant or that little market on the other side of the world. Today, there are lots of ways to make a payment. Some give you a better sense of security than others. As payment methods increase, get faster, more convenient and more common, biometric technology is making them safer. A whole lot safer.
NEW LEVEL OF SECURITY

The thin and powerful sensor we are able to deliver brings a new level of security to credit and debit cards on the world market. A secure biometric solution where no secret ever leaves the card, ensuring the integrity and privacy of the user.

TAP SAFER

Contactless payment is a new way of paying. It was supposed to be faster - letting you make quick payments without the need for pin codes or even inserting or swiping cards. For this kind of payment, security came in the form of an upper limit and you could only make contactless payments for small purchases. By adding biometric technology to these cards we add the security to raise the purchase limit.

YOU ARE THE KEY

Our biometric solution adds even more convenience to the already smart and easy-to-use Smart Card. Now you don’t have to remember all the pin codes for your cards or use them in public. All you need to do is to put your finger on the sensor to let it know it’s you.

IN CONVENIENCE WE TRUST

For years we have been told to cover the keys when we put our pin codes into ATMs or other points of purchase where we use our credit or debit cards. When you shield your code, you express mistrust in the person behind you and that you suspect them of memorizing your pin. With our biometric technology you get both convenience and trust.
FEATURES THAT ADD EXTRAORDINARY VALUE

**ENROLL YOURSELF BY A QUICK TOUCH**
Just a few quick touches and you’re enrolled and can start using the fingerprint sensor to unlock and verify your identity on your device.

**YOUR TOUCH FROM ANY ANGLE**
Allows the sensor to read and match your fingerprint from any angle with outstanding accuracy, precision and performance.

**ONE TOUCH AND YOU’RE ON**
With virtually no power consumption this feature can be constantly at your service, allowing you to activate your card with one simple touch.

**EVOLVING ALONG WITH YOU**
With every touch, our self-learning algorithm learns more about you, and adapts to changing finger conditions such as cuts or seasonal variations.